In this work the shape of DMC (dynamic Mach cones) formed by nondispersive linear sound waves in a nonuniform complex plasma is calculated analytically using the method of wave rays. The cases of transversely and longitudinally inhomogeneous media are considered. The theory is compared with experimental observations of Mach cones with curved wings in a twodimensional complex plasma with a good qualitative agreement. A novel plasma diagnostic method is proposed. 
Interpretation

Theory of waverays
Simple basic equations:
Optimal way to solve analytically direct (find a cone) and inverse problem (restore a medium property)
Observed bending of Mach cone wing agreed qualitatively with the theoretical predictions
Comparison to theory allowed to reconstruct the acoustic speed profile across the cone trajectory
The speed of the perturbing body was determined to be 
Summary
The DMC contains information on either the time history of changes in the medium or of gradients in the medium Dynamic Mach cones can be used for diagnostics of inhomogeneous or time-dependent complex plasmas Different dusty plasma inhomogeneities can affect the Max cone shape in different ways Theory based on linear nondispersive waves provides a good approximation even at the kinetic level and for strong gradients
